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Feugiat: 
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Monthly Meetings 
Next Meeting Date: 

February 15 

(3rd Thursday of month) 

7 pm – 9 pm 

Dial-a Ride, Manistee 
Meeting Agenda includes 

Guest Speaker –  
 

News from Lansing 
and District 101 

 

Officers 

  Chair- Gary Madden  genie42br@gmail.com 
 
 Vice Chair-  Laurel Mason  laurele52@charter.net    Secretary- Peg Raddatz  peg.raddatz@gmail.com   Treasurer-  Judy Cunningham  jpc4466@gmail.com 

www.manisteecountydemocrats.us 

Finally, our members 

2018 

It’s going to be a very big year!! 

Mark your calendar, grab your hat, bring a friend…….Here we go!! 

March:  Manistee/Benzie Cabin Fever Breaker (details to be 
announced) 

               15th Manistee Dems Meeting 

April:   Precinct Delegates Training (date to be announced) 

            19th Manistee Dems Meeting 

             26th LWV High School Voter Registration Project 

May: 17th Manistee Dems Meeting 

June:  21st Summer get together @Kaleva Park/Manistee Dems Meeting 

July:   4th Little Big Shots” Talent Show during the  

            Forest Festival presented by the Blue Tigers 

            19th Manistee Dems Meeting 

August: 7th Primary Election 

                16th Manistee Dems Meeting 

September:  8th Don Jennings Dinner @ Man. National Golf & Resort 

                20th Manistee Dems Meeting 

October : Country Picnic at the Joseph’s (date to be determined) 

                 18th Manistee Dems Meeting 

November: 6th General Election /Victory Party  

                     15th Manistee Dems Meeting 

December: 7th Holiday Pot Luck @ Manistee Inn & Marina 

Join Manistee DEMS Google Group for up-to-date Information 

Save the 
Date 

Sept. 8 

Don 
Jennings 

Dinner 
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COMMENTS FROM THE CHAIR  

Gary Madden 

Happy New Year all.  I hope everyone had a safe and joyful holiday season.  What a 
year 2017 was on the political front!  All our worst fears were validated by the erratic 
and irrational behavior of our president.  However, if results in Virginia, New Jersey, 
and Alabama are any indication, 2018 should be much, much better for Democrats.   
 
it is also encouraging to see the number of democratic candidates stepping up to seek 
office this year.    We will have a wide range of choices at the primary election this 
year.  In the coming months we will have opportunities to meet various candidates 
which should help us make our decisions.   This month we will have a chance to meet 
Dana Nessel, who is running for attorney general, on Jan 20, at 1:00 pm at Rico’s 
restaurant.   Put this event on your calendar and bring a friend. You will recall that we 

had a chance to hear another candidate for this office, Pat Miles, at our Don Jennings dinner last fall.  We’ll keep 
everyone posted on future meet-n-greet opportunities. 
 
This year our party will be focused on getting out the vote and communicating our party’s position on issues important 
to all citizens.  To this end, we will be recruiting and training precinct delegates who will play a key role in reaching out 
to our community.  Currently we have six delegates serving two year terms.  In the coming year we hope get around 
forty.  With that number we can cover every precinct.  We will be asking party members to step forward and assume 
this important role.   We will be launching a training program soon and will keep everyone abreast of our progress. 
 
In July our party will be opening a headquarters office downtown, hopefully in the same location as last year.  That 
was a great location and well suited to our needs.  Again we will be asking party members to volunteer two hours of 
their time to staff the office.   Having an office downtown provides great visibility and gives us an opportunity to 
interact directly with the public. 
 
Our annual membership drive is also underway and everyone should have received a recent mailing by now.  Last 
year we set a goal of 200 members.  While we were short of that goal, we did finish the year with 163 which actually 
surpassed our 2016 membership during a presidential election year.  We will again shoot for 200 members.  Please 
help by encouraging friends and family to also join our party.  Political activism is very high this year with many 
citizens outraged by the circus that is the Republican party and the shocking behavior of our president.  We need to 
harness that energy at our local level by drawing in as many members as possible. 
 
Finally, I would like to mention a couple of state issue that bear watching.  Opposition to the Line 5 pipeline continues 
to gather strength with even Governor Snyder seemingly coming around to the idea that it needs to be shut down.  
We need to continue to support closing this most serious threat to the health of our great lakes.  Continue to write 
letters, contact legislators and talk to friends and neighbors about this serious issue. 
 
Among the many pieces of legislation introduced this year, was one that received almost no attention but could have 
very serious consequences.  A bill was introduced the would limit Michigan state environmental requirements to 
Federal Government standards.  If enacted, this measure would prevent Michigan from establishing environmental 
standards, such as ballast discharge requirements for ocean going ships, that exceed  Federal standards.  With an 
EPA focused on deregulating environmental standards, can we really afford to cede our ability to set environmental 
requirements to suit our state’s needs?  This is an issue we need to ask our representatives about in the coming year. 
 
All in all, 2018 should be an interesting political year, Let’s all join together to make it the year Democrats take back 
government. 
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My Guide to Political Donations 
By Rick Schrock 

 
 
 
 
 
 

We are citizens who live in a democracy.  That means we have duties and responsibilities.  We 
need to choose our representatives by voting in every election.  We should also support our 
candidates by volunteering our time to serve in their campaign to the extent we are able.  Finally 
we should donate to our candidates campaign to the extent of our financial ability. 
 
Giving to candidates matters.  How you give matters more.  I use three questions to make my 
campaign contribution of time or cash as effective and powerful as possible.   
 
When should I give?  I wait until I am sure the candidate is committed to finishing the race.  I wait 
until I am sure he or she is the best choice of candidates.  I try to have personal contact with my 
candidate so I can evaluate him or her up close and personal. Then I donate. Early dollars are the 
most effective dollars.  Early dollars set up campaign offices.  They pay for early staff members. 
Early donations are the foundation that is the basis for the main campaign that comes later.  In 
hotly contested campaigns the involvement of a supporting organization is critical.   For example, 
our St. Rep. candidate cannot be successful without the active support of the Michigan Democratic 
State House Caucus as a partner.  One thing they need to see is that our candidate is a good 
fundraiser, and early local dollars prove our candidate’s fundraising ability.  
 
Who should handle the money?  I prefer to donate to local candidate’s election committee rather 
than political groups.   There are many groups that do great work electing Democratic candidates.  
Their focus is on the entire state or nation. They are big picture people.  They are the right choice 
for “safe seat” elections where one party dominates the district.  However, we live in an area where 
we have hotly contested races. My focus is on my local district as well as the big picture.  My 
donation matters to my local candidate.  My donation is just a drop in the bucket for a big 
organization.  I think nationally, but I try to act locally. 
 
Where should I invest my money? I leverage my impact by giving to critical races.  A single race 
sometimes has the potential to shift the balance of power in an entire state or legislative body. 
When our candidate is one of a handful of newly elected representatives who can shift the majority 
in a legislative body then that race becomes critical.  That race can literally restore the check and 
balance system in our state or national government.    I prioritize races that have impact beyond 
our local district. 
 
Your campaign donations matter.  When you are thoughtful in your giving your campaign donations 
are more effective.  Democracy only works when citizens participate.   
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FIREHOSE OF FALSEHOOD 

Donald Trump’s terrifying plan to win the 2018 midterms 
 

By Norma Stewart 

 

It was bewildering to watch Trump lie with impunity, boast that he could shoot someone, brag about sexual assault, 
admire brutal dictators, threaten the free press, exhibit petty behavior and still become leader of the free world. The 
damage he inflicted on our country in just one year is alarming and sickening: inciting racism; obliterating ethical 
norms; reshaping the federal court system; gutting environmental protections; looting the treasury, attacking net 
neutrality, etc., etc., etc. Against a backdrop of ascending global right wing extremism, the 2016 U. S. election was not 
like past, “normal” Republican victories. This disorienting year has thrust us into turbulent, unchartered waters. It’s 
time to brainstorm and figure out how to thwart this descent toward authoritarianism.   

A 2016 RAND article describes Russia’s propaganda model as a “firehose of falsehood”. Techniques include 
information that is: “high-volume, multichannel, rapid, continuous and repetitive.” The strategy encompasses a lack of 
“commitment to objective reality” and lack of “commitment to consistency”.  The messaging “entertains, confuses, and 
overwhelms the audience”. The article is strictly about Kremlin propaganda and does not mention Trump. We do not 
yet know if Trump coordinated with Russia or even if he intentionally uses these tactics, but the similarities are 
disquieting. 

 The article advises “don’t expect to counter the firehose of falsehood with a squirt gun of truth”. The aggressive blast 
of disinformation headed our way between now and November must be countered with a tsunami of peaceful citizen 
activism.  The backlash needs to be gigantic. It will only be effective if we all resolve to participate. The women’s 
march in Washington and worldwide sister marches that took place following Trumps inauguration were powerful 
because of their size. Each and every individual who showed up gave the movement credibility and strength. A 
magnificent sea of pink hats, made their message of truth and tolerance too big to ignore.  

The RAND study tells us to “Compete!” and “increase the flow of persuasive information”.  The activism throughout 
the year has been inspiring.  An army of dedicated citizens explained gerrymandering to the public and collected 
signatures to put redistricting on the MI ballot. Committed “indivisible” groups sprang up from sea to shining sea. 
Patriotic citizens and ACLU lawyers dashed to airports following Trump’s travel ban. Protests demanding Trump’s 
taxes and pro-science rallies reminded us that democracy is not dead and truth still has a fighting chance.  Now, as we 
approach the next election, it is critical to build exponentially on this momentum. It’s up to us to make the fair-
minded, humanitarian, messages on protest signs more potent than Trump’s tweets. 

The GOP tax bill will be a pivotal issue in the next election. The public correctly understands that the recent tax 
overhaul is a scam. We must double down and not let Republicans dislodge this accurate perception.  

The next election will be profoundly consequential. We cannot take our rights and freedom for granted. A Supreme 
Court seat has already been stolen. A frightening number of Republican legislators fawn over the authoritarian leader 
they are supposed to check. Either, Trump and complicit Republicans will continue to erode the norms and 
institutions that protect our democracy, or the Democrats will regain control of at least one branch of government to 
stop this pernicious power grab. 

Over the next ten months, billionaire funded propaganda will be “high-volume, multichannel, rapid, continuous and 
repetitive”.  We must promulgate truth with the same intensity. It will take many small actions to turn up the volume 
on truth: write a letter to the editor; use social media; engage persuadable citizens; donate to good causes; subscribe to 
help fund legitimate journalism; show up at a rally. Wake up voters. Build a blue wave.  

The “firehose of falsehood” is described as “effective” and “quite difficult to counter”. Let’s show the watchful world 
that we are up for the challenge.  Like the magnificent sea of pink hats, let’s defend democratic values in a way that’s 
too big to ignore. 
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Kathy Wiejaczka Declares as Candidate for 
101st District Representative 

My advocacy for people began 39 years ago.  That’s when I became a registered nurse.  My 
evolution as a professional nurse progressed through many specialty areas such as pediatrics, 
obstetrics, home care, hospital supervisor, mental health nurse, school nurse, and nursing 
instructor.  The bottom line is I care about people. I care about our environment. I care about 
children and their education; our future lies in the well-rounded education of our youth. I know 
that I can offer much to the 101st constituency by way of transparent, honest, ethical problem 
solving. Throughout my entire career, my focus incorporates my energetic, passionate, 
commitment to people and their needs. 

After attending the Women’s March in Washington, D.C. on January 21, 2017, my desire to run for 
the 101st seat solidified.  Marching with my beautiful 33-year old daughter, Adele, surrounded by 
incredibly loving and diverse people brought such clarity to my next role.  This role involves 
running for office, not waiting for someone else, but to gather my courage and strength and use it 
for a different kind of good for humanity, for the 101st District. 

My Dad, as a WWII veteran on the front lines in Germany and France, infused in me the 
importance of faith, family, country, and our fellow human beings. He was a union steward, and 
strong Catholic, and many times while growing up I heard his words, “If someone needs your 
help, you help them”.  Paramount to my work as a nurse involves patient/family advocacy. 
Always putting their needs before my own, tirelessly under stressful times, helping them to 
achieve independence or health. This is what I do. So, now I look forward to advocating on a 
different level, on a legislative level for this district in Lansing. 

Whatever the challenges, I am ready to meet them head on with total commitment. It is with love 
for my fellow man, woman, and child that I go forth. A quote by Representative Cummings 
exemplifies my focus: “I have my own definition of successful and that is lifting up the lives of 
ALL American people. In other words making their lives better.” 

 

Thank you. 

 

Kathy Wiejaczka RN, MSN 
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This statement is from a book by George Lakoff, The Little Blue Book: The Essential Guide to Thinking and 
Talking Democratic.  

 
Just as houses fall apart if they are not maintained, so do democracy and the gifts of democracy that we 
barely notice and take for granted: the right to vote, public education, human rights, due process, unbiased 
news, clean water, clear air, national parks, safe food, good jobs, ethical banking practices, affordable 
mortgages, fair elections. Extreme conservatism threatens them all. The blessings of democracy cannot be 
taken for granted. They must be maintained, and maintaining democracy requires conceptual and linguistic 
maintenance.  
 
Chapter 9, first paragraph.  

FIRE AND FURY by Michael Wolff 
"Even before there was reason to suspect Sally Yates, they suspected her.  The transition report said Trump 
wouldn't like the fifty-six-year-old Atlanta born University of Georgia career Justice Department lawyer slated to step up 
to acting attorney general.  There was something about a particular kind of Obama person.  something about the way 
walked and held themselves.  Superiority.  And about a certain kind of woman who would immediately rub Trump the 
wrong way - Obama women being a good tip-off, Hillary women another.  Later this would be extended to "DOJ 
women."  page 94  

 "It was during Trump's early intelligence briefings, held soon after he captured the nomination, that alarm signals first 
went off among his new campaign staff:  he seemed to lack the ability to take in third-party information.  Or maybe he 
lacked the interest; whichever, he seemed almost phobic about having formal demands on his attention.  He 
stonewalled every written page and balked at every explanation.  "He's a guy who really hated school," said 
Bannon.  "And he's not going to start liking it now."  page 115 
 
Email representing Gary Cohn views:  "It's worse than you can imagine.  An idiot surrounded by clowns.  Trump won't 
read anything - not one-page memos, not the brief policy papers; nothing.  He gets up halfway through meetings with 
world leaders because he is bored.  And his staff is no better, Kushner is an entitled baby who knows nothing.  Bannon 
is an arrogant prick who thinks he's smarter than he is.  Trump is less a person than a collection of terrible traits.  No 
one will survive the first year but his family.  I hate the work but feel I need to stay because I'm the only person there 
with a clue what he's doing.  The reason so few jobs have been filled is that they only accept people who pass 
ridiculous purity tests, even for midlevel policymaking jobs where the people will never see the light of day.  I am in a 
constant state of shock and horror."  page 186 
 
"Some Trumpers, particularly those with over the transom access to the president, believed that he had been tricked 
into some form of very much not Trump submission.  Roger Stone, one of those people whose calls Kelly was not 
shielding the president from, spread the dark scenario that Mattis, McMaster, and Kelly had agreed that no military 
action would ever be taken unless the three were in accord and that at least one of them would always remain in 
Washington if the others were away."  page 288 

QUOTES 

1

SUGGESTED READING 

The Little Blue Book: The Essential Guide to Thinking and Talking Democratic by George Lakoff.  

 No is Not Enough by Naomi Klein                                                       OUR REVOLUTION by Bernie Sanders 

Tale of Two Americas: Stories of Inequality in a Divided Nation. Edited by John Freeman with contributions by Anthony 
Doerr, Ann Patchett, Roxanne Gay and Many More 

2
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